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Alene Moroni presents...

“Historical true crime: be glad you weren’t there.”

Book images:
1. The Devil in the White City by Erik Larson
2. In Cold Blood by Truman Capote
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...  

Black Fire:  
The True Story of the Original Tom Sawyer and of the Mysterious Fires That Baptized Gold Rush-Era San Francisco  
by Robert Graysmith  
Crown, 2012  
978-0307720566
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

Cemetery John:
The Undiscovered Mastermind Behind the Lindbergh Kidnapping
by Robert Zorn
Overlook, 2012
978-1590208564
Desert Reckoning:
A Town Sheriff, a Mojave Hermit, and the Biggest Manhunt in Modern California History
by Deanne Stillman
Nation Books, 2012
978-1568586083
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

Destiny of the Republic: A Tale of Madness, Medicine, and the Murder of a President
by Candice Millard
Doubleday, 2011
978-0385526265
The Fall of the House of Walworth: A Tale of Madness and Murder in Gilded Age America by Geoffrey O’Brien
St. Martin’s Griffin, 2011
978-0312577148

If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

Girl, Wanted:
The Chase for Sarah Pender
by Steve Miller
Berkley, 2011
978-0425240342
In the Garden of Beasts: Love, Terror, and an American Family in Hitler’s Berlin
by Erik Larson
Crown, 2011
978-0307408846
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

LA ’56:
A Devil in the City of Angels
by Joel Engel
Thomas Dunne, 2012
978-0312591946
Life After Murder:
Five Men in Search of Redemption
by Nancy Mullane
PublicAffairs, 2012
978-1610390293

If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

The Man in the Rockefeller Suit:
The Astonishing Rise and Spectacular Fall of a Serial Impostor
by Mark Seal
Viking, 2011
978-0670022748
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

The Murder of the Century:
The Gilded Age Crime That Scandalized a City and Sparked the Tabloid Wars
by Paul Collins
Broadway, 2012
978-0307592217
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

People Who Eat Darkness:
The True Story of a Young Woman Who Vanished from the Streets of Tokyo – and the Evil That Swallowed Her Up
by Richard Lloyd Parry
FSG, 2012
978-0374230593
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

The Savage City:
Race, Murder and a Generation on the Edge
by T. J. English
William Morrow, 2011
978-0061824555
If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...

Shooting Victoria: Madness, Mayhem, and the Rebirth of the British Monarchy
by Paul Thomas Murphy
Pegasus, 2012
978-1605983547
Slaughter on a Snowy Morn:
A Tale of Murder, Corruption and the Death Penalty Case that Shocked America
By Colin Evans
Icon Books, 2012
978-1848312166

If You Like THE DEVIL IN THE WHITE CITY and IN COLD BLOOD, You’ll LOVE This...
What 264 foot ride debuted and was a centerpiece of the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (World’s Fair) in Chicago, Illinois?
What 264 foot ride debuted and was a centerpiece of the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (World’s Fair) in Chicago, Illinois?

The original Ferris Wheel!
Anna Mickelsen presents...

“Sports books – If you don’t have a colon in the title you’re doing it wrong!”
If You Like FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS and MONEYBALL, You’ll LOVE This…

Buried in the Sky:
The Extraordinary Story of the Sherpa Climbers on K2’s Deadliest Day
by Peter Zuckerman & Amanda Padoan
W.W. Norton, 2012
9780393079883
If You Like FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS and MONEYBALL, You’ll LOVE This...

The Eighty-Dollar Champion: Snowman, the Horse That Inspired a Nation by Elizabeth Letts
Ballantine, 2011*
9780345521088
Illegal Procedure:
A Sports Agent Comes Clean on The Dirty Business of College Football
by Josh Luchs and James Dale
Bloomsbury, 2012*
9781608197200

If You Like FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS and MONEYBALL, You’ll LOVE This…
Scorecasting:
The Hidden Influences Behind How Sports are Played and Games are Won
by Tobias Moskowitz and Jon Wertheim, Crown Archetype, 2011*
9780307591791
Muck City:
Winning and Losing in America’s Last Football Town
by Bryan Mealer
Random House, 2012
97803078888624
One Shot at Forever: A Small Town, an Unlikely Coach, and a Magical Baseball Season
by Chris Ballard
Hyperion, 2012
9781401324384

If You Like FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS and MONEYBALL, You’ll LOVE This...
If You Like FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS and MONEYBALL, You’ll LOVE This...

Soccernomics:
Why England Loses, Why Germany and Brazil Win, and Why the U.S., Japan, Australia, Turkey—and Even Iraq—are Destined to Become the Kings of the World's Most Popular Sport

by Simon Kuper and Stefan Szymanski

Nation Books, 2012
(Revised and Expanded Edition)*

978156858587011
If You Like FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS and MONEYBALL, You’ll LOVE This...

Swim:
Why We Love the Water
by Lynn Sherr
PublicAffairs, 2012
9781610390460
If You Like FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS and MONEYBALL, You’ll LOVE This...

Those Guys Have All the Fun:
Inside the World of ESPN
by James Andrew Miller and Tom Shales
Little, Brown, 2011*
9780316043007
You Let Some Girl Beat You?: The Story of Ann Meyers Drysdale
by Ann Meyers Drysdale with Jodi Ravenna
Behler Publications, May 2012
9781933016788
Billy Beane is the subject of *Moneyball*. Before succeeding as a baseball executive, he was the first round draft pick of what National League baseball team in the 1980 Major League Baseball Draft?
Billy Beane is the subject of *Moneyball*. Before succeeding as a baseball executive, he was the first round draft pick of what National League baseball team in the 1980 Major League Baseball Draft?

Beane was the 23rd overall pick taken by the New York Mets.
Stephanie Chase presents...
“My So-Called Screwed Up Life”
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

Are You My Mother?:
A Comic Drama
by Alison Bechdel
Houghton Mifflin, 2012
9780618982509
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

Call of the Mild: Learning to Hunt My Own Dinner
by Lily Raff McCaulou
Grand Central, 2012
9781455500741
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

Fiction Ruined My Family
by Jeanne Durst
Riverhead, 2011
9781594488146
Full Body Burden:
Growing Up in the Nuclear Shadow of Rocky Flats
by Kristen Iversen
Crown, 2012
97803079555630
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

Let's Pretend This Never Happened:
A Mostly True Memoir
by Jenny Lawson
Amy Einhorn/Putnam, 2012
9780399159015
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

On the Outside Looking Indian:
How My Second Childhood Changed My Life
by Rupinder Gill
Riverhead, 2012
9781594485770
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

The Receptionist:
An Education at the New Yorker
by Janet Groth
Algonquin, 2012
9781616201319
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

Some Assembly Required:
A Journal of My Son's First Son
by Anne Lamott & Sam Lamott
Riverhead, 2012
9781594488412
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

Why Be Happy When You Could Be Normal?
by Jeanette Winterson
Grove/Atlantic, 2012
9780802120106
If You Like THE GLASS CASTLE, You’ll LOVE This...

Wild:
From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail
by Cheryl Strayed
Knopf, 2012
9780307592736
The Glass Castle was published in 2005. Name the 2009 novel by Jeannette Walls detailing the life of her grandmother Lily Casey Smith.
The Glass Castle was published in 2005. Name the 2009 novel by Jeannette Walls detailing the life of her grandmother Lily Casey Smith.

'Half Broke Horses'
Kaite Stover presents...
“Pop! Goes the Culture: Pasties, Stilettos, Joy Sticks, and Some Really Mag Weed, Dude”
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Heart of Dankness:
Underground Botanists, Outlaw Farmers, and the Race for the Cannabis Cup
by Mark Haskell Smith
Broadway Paperbacks, 2012
9780307720542
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Jacked:
The Outlaw Story of Grand Theft Auto
by David Kushner
Wiley, 2012
9780470936375
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Otaku Spaces
by Patrick W. Galbraith
Chin Music Press, 2012
9780984457656
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Ritual America:
Secret Brotherhoods and Their Influence on American Society
by Adam Parfrey & Craig Heimbichner
Feral House, 2012
9781936239146
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Everyone Loves a Good Train Wreck:
Why We Can’t Look Away
by Eric G. Wilson
FSG, 2012
9780374105334
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’LL LOVE This...

Twelve Patients:
Life and Death at Bellevue Hospital
by Eric Manheimer
Grand Central, 2012
9781455503889
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Women from the Ankle Down:
The Story of Shoes and How They Define Us
by Rachelle Bergstein
HarperCollins, 2012
9780061969614
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Summer of ’68:
The Season that Changed Baseball—and America—Forever
by Tim Wendel
DaCapo, 2012
9780306820182
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Taco:
How Mexican Food Conquered America
by Gustavo Arellano
Scribner, 2012
9781439148617
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

Garbology:
Our Dirty Love Affair with Trash
by Edward Humes
Avery, 2012
9781583334348
If You Like POSITIVELY FIFTH STREET and SIN IN THE SECOND CITY, You’ll LOVE This...

What Do You Want to Do Before You Die?
by The Buried Life
Artisan, 2012
9781579654764
The World Series of Poker is held annually in Las Vegas and dates its origins to what year when Benny Binion invited seven of the best-known poker players to the Horseshoe Casino for a single tournament?
The World Series of Poker is held annually in Las Vegas and dates its origins to what year when Benny Binion invited seven of the best-known poker players to the Horseshoe Casino for a single tournament?

1970
Robin Nesbitt presents...
"Fun Science Reads – No, Really!"

MOBY-DUCK
The True Story of 28,800 Bath Toys Lost at Sea and of the Beachcombers, Oceanographers, Environmentalists, and Fools, Including the Author, Who Went in Search of Them

Donovan Hohn
If You Like MOBY- DUCK, You’ll LOVE This...

The Social Animal:
The Hidden Sources of Love, Character, and Achievement
by David Brooks
Random House, 2011
9780812979374
If You Like MOBY-DUCK, You’ll LOVE This...

Coming of Age on Zoloft:
How Antidepressants Cheered Us Up, Let Us Down, and Changed Who We Are
by Katherine Sharpe
Harper, 2012
9780062059734
If You Like MOBY-DUCK, You’ll LOVE This...

Annoying:
The Science of What Bugs Us
by Joe Palca & Flora Lichtman
Wiley, 2011
9780470638699
If You Like MOBY-DUCK, You’ll LOVE This...

The Power of Habit:
Why We Do What We Do
by Charles Duhigg
Random House, 2012
9781400069286
If You Like MOBY-DUCK, You’ll LOVE This...

Zoobiquity:
What Animals Can Teach Us About Health and the Science of Healing
by Barbara Natterson-Horowitz, M.D. and Kathryn Bowers
Random House, 2012
9780307593481
Inflight Science: A Guide to the World from your Airplane Window
by Brian Clegg
Icon Books, 2011
9781848312418
If You Like MOBY-DUCK, You’ll LOVE This…

Shakespeare's Tremor and Orwell's Cough: The Medical Lives of Famous Writers
by John J. Ross, M.D.
St. Martin's Press, 2012
9780312600761
Wicked Bugs:
The Louse That Conquered Napoleon’s Army & Other Diabolical Insects
by Amy Steward
Algonquin, 2011
9781565129603

If You Like MOBY-DUCK, You’ll LOVE This…
If You Like MOBY-DUCK, You’ll LOVE This...

Tubes:
A Journey to the Center of the Internet
by Andrew Blum
Ecco/Harper, 2012
9780061994937
Under whose Presidential administration did The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) come into being?
Under whose Presidential administration did The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) come into being?

President Richard Nixon. It came into being on December 2, 1970.
Thank you for joining us!